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CardioVasc Engineers
Heart valves are an indispensable feature in the circulation of blood through a healthy organism. However, valves can develop dysfunctions. In particular, the Aortic Valve can suffer 
from stenosis due to calcification which leads to locally increased flow velocities, a higher pressure drop across the valve and regurgitation (backflow). 
We present a numerical tool that allows us to investigate the interaction of the blood flow with the surrounding tissue in hope of characterising it and explaining the cause of the 
mentioned pathologies in a quantitative and reproducible way. To this end we make use of the concept of the Immersed Boundary Method (C.S. Peskin [a]) and discretize fluid and 
solid with finite differences and finite elements, respectively.
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Overview. k-DOP for one process. k-DOP for another process
F ig. 5. The k-DOP is employed to ef ciently discard trivial negatives for the intersection
detection. The hand mesh is courtesy of P ierre Alliez, INRIA (Aim@Shape Project).
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F ig. 6. Left: tree representation of the quadtree. Below the dashed line we have the leaves
which are considered in the ordered linear representation of the tree. Here the leaves are following
a fractal z-curve. Right: a square domain decomposed using a quadtree. The shaded nodes are the
leaves created at maximum depth, and the dashed nodes are leaves which are f attened in order to
ensure uniqueness of the key associated with the leaves.
computational time complexity bound (O (n) instead of O (n log(n)), where n is the
size of the input), it does have high hidden additional requirements in terms of com-
putational cost. For instance, it requires information on what meshes or partitions
need to beintersected with each other and to determineeach starting coupleof inter-
secting elements. Particularly in a parallel environment with arbitrarily distributed
meshes this might not be trivial or even not ef cient. Additionally, with tree-search
algorithms we can allow more use cases, as mentioned in the introduction of this
paper, without having to change our search strategy.
5.2. Space-f lling curves and linear octree/ quadtree representations.
Space-f lling curves are a popular choice for data partitioning due to their proximity
preserving properties. Werefer to [1] and the literaturecited therein for an extensive
explanation of space-f lling curves and their applications. Linear octrees are widely
used for collision detection [13] and for parallel load-balancing algorithms [37]. A
linear octree consists of just the octree nodes which contain data. These nodes are
one-dimensionally sortedsuch that their associatedgeometricdataisordered following
a space-f lling curve. The sorting is based on a particular choice of keys associated
with thenodes. To generatethekeys, or hashes, wechoosetheMorton encoding [13].
An example is depicted in Figure 6, where the nodes in the linear representation are
ordered based on theMorton encoding. To generatetheMorton keys, oncethedepth
d is f xed, we have to consider all the leaves as they were at level d. In Figure 6 the
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We solve a timestep of the fluid with the proven highly scalable IMPACT 
(Incompressible [Turbulent] flow on Massively PArallel CompuTers) Navier-
Stokes code, which was developed at ETH Zurich [b].
Scalability is achieved with geometric data decomposition, 
while convergence is guaranteed with an iterative solver 
cascade with highly efficient commutation-based 
preconditioners for each Poisson equation.
Accuracy is ensured with high order finite differences in 
both time (3rd) and space (6th), as well as an accuracy 
based PI(D) type time-step control.
Solid tissue and fluid interact through the MOONoLith library [c], a 
parallel framework for the variational transfer of discret  fields.
Intersection pairs of meshes are identified in parallel on 
all processes by a three phase process, during which 
bo nding volumes are setup and exchanged t  
eli inate trivial negatives (broad phase), setup a 
tree-search graph based on the bounding 
volumes in rder to obt in a look- p table which 
contains information on whic  processes contain 
non-empty partitions (middle phase), and finally 
setting up our quadrature on the basis of the 
intersection polytopes along with eliminating 
du licate lement pair in our tree (narrow 
phase).
We solve the ela todynamic equatio  for our 
tissue with the PASSO library for parallel non-
linear solvers. This package developed at USI 
Lugano [e] contains various solvers for non-linear 
problems including Newton, Trust-Region, 
Multigrid solvers and more. It features novel 
parallelization strategies with respect to linearization 
and builds upon the PETSc library.
Our libraries are embedded in the open-source 
multiphysics simulation framework MOOSE 
(mooseframework.org, Idaho Nat'l Labs).
To ensure convergence, we perform a small number 
of fixed-point iterations in each time-step.
Scaling
AV-FLOW
Benchmarking
We benchmarked our simulation 
framework with the 2D benchmark 
proposed by S. Turek and J. Hron [d]. 
We were able to observe good 
accordance of our results to 
literature.
Three-dimensional flow around 
aortic valves was performed and 
feasible results were observed. 
The flow field around a 
bioprosthetic valve inside an 
aortic root phantom remains to 
be studied.
The complete setup can be seen 
in the above picture.
Figure3. Isosurfaceof thel 2 vortexcriterion(Jeong& Hussain, 1995) for themediumsimulation(l 2 = 0.001).
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Figure4. Snapshotsof thestreamwisevelocity inaplaneaty=1(insidetheboundary layer). Thegreencolor indicatesavelocity
of w⇡ 0.5whichcorrespondstothebasef owconf guration, whereasredandblueindicatehighandlowvelocity, respectively.
different conf gurations. The rapid growth of the stationary
modes e01 and e03 for 0< z< 30 is due to the strong tran-
sient linear growth mechanism which generates the streaks
(lift-up effect). There is also a transient growth of the sec-
ondary perturbation energy (e11 and e13) which is relatively
strong for the mediumand slow conf gurations. It is much
weaker for the fast secondary perturbation. After the satu-
ration of the streaks at z⇡ 50, we observe a strong growth
of the modes e11 and e13. This growth is interpreted as a
secondary instability of the streaks. For the slow conf gu-
ration the secondary growth amounts to approximately one
order of magnitude per 100 streamwise length units, while
thesecondary growth rate is double for themediumand fast
conf gurations. This secondary instability injectsalso energy
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